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Andy was back and we travelled the short distance to Iron Mould 
Lane to play Brislington, and face some familiar faces, including Joe 
Carreyett, Kallan Nicklin and George Marsh.  Dec was unavailable 
for the 2

nd
 game so Andy asked for four volunteers to each take 18 

minutes in goal, and Josh stepped up for the first stint.  It was a 
lovely evening and the sun was shining.  We had not been allocated 
a referee so their manager took on the whistle. 
 
The line-up was: 

 
Josh/Elliot/Joel/Tom 

 
Noah     Aaron     Reece     Joel 

 
Bryn     Sam     Tom    Max 

 
Lorenzo    Callum 

 
Substitutes: Charlie & Elliot 
 
From the kick they attacked, but we won it and Callum played Lore 
in down the left.  Their ‘keeper Harry and a defender both went for it 
as Lore did, but they actually collided with each other, and Lore 
picked up the loose ball and passed it into the open net 0-1.  They 
hit a ball into our defence which Aaron controlled, but dwelt on a 
little, and was robbed of it, and Josh made a good save to avert the 
danger.  We cleared it left and Callum picked up for the throw on the 
halfway line and sent Lore away.  Harry came out to him and Lore 
lifted it over him, but unfortunately onto the roof of the net.  Tom laid 
the ball right for Callum and he was off down the right, into the area 
on his left foot, but rather than shoot, he played it centre for Lore 
running in, but they had two defenders running in and one of them 
was able to block.  They attacked and Noah cleared, Callum touched 
it inside for Lore, who nicked it past the defender and was away, and 
he passed to Max who buried it low past Harry 0-2.  Aaron played it 
right for Noah, and he went down the line for Callum, who flicked it 
over the defender to where Bryn controlled it well, knocked it through 
the legs of the defender and centred the ball for Lore running in to 
head it in 0-3.  Josh in goal drop kicked massively and Lore headed 
the bounce on and was away, but Harry reacted quickly to parry, and 
Lore, turning on his left foot smashed the ball across goal and wide.  
On 15 minutes Lore was in the middle with the ball and played it 
right, behind their defence for Bryn to run onto, and although Harry 
got his hand to the shot, it nestled in the top left 0-4.  Going down 
the wing and Callum took a high kick to his chest.  He won a corner 
and took it, but then went down and had to come off with breathing 
problems.  From that corner however, Lore ran across their defence 
and headed it from close range for his hat-trick 0-5.  Elliot had gone 
in goal at this stage and a high ball into our box saw him run out and 

confidently take the ball, before releasing it right for Noah.  We 
cleared a ball out towards the left halfway, but Lore wouldn’t give up 
on it, keeping it in and setting off down the line, jumping the sliding 
challenge, but harry again was agile in goal and pushed his shot 
wide.  Charlie threw, Sam flicked on and Lore was in.  Harry came 
out to him and Lore feinted to go left around him, which allowed the 
ball to go untouched past him on the right, and Lore had an empty 
net to hit into 0-6. 
 

HALF-TIME: BRISLINGTON   0    FRYS   6 
 
Joel took the next turn in goal and Joe C threw long, we blocked it, 
but it bounced up and Dan Howlett (brother of Ryan from our U15’s) 
for them hit it back into the top left, too far above Joel 1-6.  Callum 
won it on halfway and set off, all the way into their box and set 
himself for a shot, but it flew just wide of the right post.  Callum ran 
through again and shot low, which harry parried, and Lore had 
followed up and took it to Harry’s right, but a defender had gotten 
back and intercepted.  Callum then floated a lovely corner over, and 
Aaron met it, but rather than power it at goal, tried to glance it for the 
far post, and it went just wide.  Bryn raced away down the left and 
crossed with his left foot, and their defender running back got a 
touch, which took it behind Harry and in 1-7.  Elliot won the ball in 
the middle and touched it to Josh, who played it through for Callum 
who shot hard and low.  Harry stopped it but it spun loose, Bryn 
dragged it back away from him and Callum powered it into the roof 
of the net, but the ref blew for an infringement.  Sam chipped the ball 
over their defence and Lore was away, and one on one passed it 
past Harry 1-8.  In a virtual copy about a minute later, Tom, who by 
now had gone in goal, drop-kicked long and Lore headed on for 
himself and again passed it past Harry for his second hat-trick 1-9.  
From their kick, Bryn won the ball and played it back to Elliot.  This 
created space for Bryn and so Elliot passed it back.  He played it 
right for Lore, who saw Callum running behind him as he went for it 
so back-heeled and Callum took it into the box and passed it past 
Harry 1-10.  With seven minutes to go Andy was preparing his final 
changes when the referee blew for full time.  We can only assume 
his watch was broken and running fast! 
 

FULL-TIME: BRISLINGTON   1    FRYS   10 
 

Man of the Match – Chosen by Andy for excellent 
play and effort – Lorenzo 

 

Afterthoughts………………………………………………… 
Even without Dec, it was clear which way this game was going to 
go after just two minutes, and so it proved.  George tried his 
best in midfield but was ultimately swamped by more players 
moving quicker than his own support, and although we made 
double figures for the first time this season, I honestly feel 
that if it hadn’t been for Harry’s heroics in their goal, it could 
have easily been 20.  I hope that this has proved a good pick me 
up after the disappointment of St Aldhelms, especially as we 
face them again next. 


